There are many things to consider regarding the EVENTS of the WORLD that started late 2019 and
continues in 2020. What a year this has this been… Where is it leading us? Who is in CONTROL? WHY
is this being DONE? Is it REALLY to protect people? When you look up the data in cities that did not
LOCKDOWN and stop daily activities; the INCIDENCE of Corona DEATHS was about the same and possibly
less!

The cities that did not lockdown did the same thing they have always done
when a FLU was going around. They KEPT ON LIVING!
We have had and HAVE MANY VIRUSES that have been around for DECADES and some people die when
they catch the FLU. FACT: Seldom do the people die from having the flu. People that have CHRONIC
CONDITIONS are susceptible to many conditions because their IMMUNE SYSTEM is already weakened. If
their IMMUNE SYSYTEM was STRONG and VIBRANT then the body would defend itself from the
pathogen and MANY OTHER CHRONIC CONDITIONS. When they catch the FLU for that current year and
then DIE; Is it because of the FLU or the CHRONIC CONDITION that they ALREADY HAD?
The Corona Virus is just a virus! What is the point? The CORONAVIRUS STATISTICS are VERY SKEWED!
These stats are INFLATED to make the world think it is “worse” than it really is! There is NO TRUTH in
the STATS.

Media is telling everyone that some people are at “HIGH RISK”! The TRUTH is that
people at HIGH RISK are those that already have a CHRONIC DISEASE. People with
CHRONIC DISEASES are ALWAYS at a higher risk getting SICKER and possibly that one
more “CONDITION/Disease/Malady” will put a person OVER-the-EDGE and they might
lose their life. The people that are healthy have nothing to FEAR! The PUBLIC has never
been told to do all of these ASININE things they are now telling you to do. WHY NOW?

CONSIDER…
There are some leading causes of deaths that should be considered. The POWERS that are in CONTROL
are telling you that they are trying to

make you safe from a virus, Covid-19.

Wear a mask and stay AWAY from OTHER PEOPLE because they might MAKE YOU SICK!
Wash your hands until the skin is coming off, get rid of all the germs because they are BAD!
You can be sure that there has been a time when someone might have made you sick. It could have
been a mother, daughter, son, father, friend, work associate or someone you made contact with or were
close to in your travels. The question you need to ask yourself is: Did someone else make

me sick or did I have a weak immune system? Whose fault is it that your IMMUNE
System is weak? If your immune system is weak you will be a good target for microorganisms to
invade your body and cause sickness.

Microorganisms are EVERYWHERE and we are in contact with them continually, but we
are not sick: CONTINUALLY! Why is that?
You need to ask yourself and wonder why, ALL of a SUDDEN everyone is evil BECAUSE we ARE going to
make EACH other SICK! Stay away, at least 16 feet, SIX FEET! Wear a mask. Can you breathe?

GERMS ARE NOT BAD we cannot live without microorganisms ON
and IN us! There are bad germs this is true. The “bad germs” are kept under control by promoting
the GOOD GERMS. Staying healthy and sickness free is done by having a HEALTHY VIBRANT
Microbiome!
When we INTERACT with one another we share our microbiome. This strengthens our IMMUNE System!
Avoiding others and all germs with extensive sanitizing of everything weakens your immune system.
This is a gradual process. The effects will not be seen immediately!
Look into the MICROBIOME!
For more information about the MICROBIOME visit:
https://www.time-4-truth.com/germs-bacteria-are-your-friends

CONSIDER…
Here are some STATS for the leading causes of deaths in the UNITED STATES for 2017/2018.
1. Heart Disease
2. CANCER
3. Accidents (unintentional injuries)
4. CHRONIC lower respiratory disease
5. STROKE (cerebrovascular diseases)
6. Alzheimer’s disease
7. Diabetes
8. Influenza & pneumonia (THE FLU)
9. Nephritis, nephrotic, and nephrosis
10. Suicide (intentional self-harm)

647,457
599,108
169,936
160,201
146,383
121,404
83,564
55,672
50,633
47,173

Source of statistics:
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/leading-causes-of-death.htm

Heart Disease and Cancer KILL 1, 246,565 people EVERY YEAR!

The FLU (+ Pneumonia) kill 55,672 each year.
DO you suppose that only the ones catching the flu are the only people that should be
protected? Do you suppose if they really cared they would be more concerned about
the 1,246,565 people dying from a bad lifestyle and the many chemicals we are
exposed to every day? The chemicals/poisons can be found in our food, cosmetics, our
jobs, water, and the air. There is no VACCINATION for Heart Disease and Cancer. Do
you think that could be why no big deal is made about those deadly diseases?

NO PROFIT=NO INTEREST

Would you like to make a product and make good profit on that product with no LIABILITY for any harm
that came to consumers? That is not legal is it? It is sad to realize that it is TRUE and legal for the
Pharmaceutical Companies! It appears it is only legal for Big Pharma! There seems to be exceptions or
loopholes to every rule. Why is it that every exception or loophole seems to always BENEFIT the
MILLIONAIRES & BILLIONAIRES?

Now look at some FACTS about these conditions and consider and ponder some
points about the TRUTH also known as the FACTS!

1. Heart Disease is caused by an unhealthy lifestyle. No one is DAMANDING the people
improve their lifestyle to lower this statistic. Of course not; because a great deal of money
would be lost by doctors, big pharma, and the producers/manufacturers of the stuff that is
BAD for you. Consider the MASSIVE amount of money that is made by the doctors, big
pharma, hospitals, clinics and emergency responders because people have heart disease! If
people had a healthy lifestyle many people would be UNEMPLOYED and businesses closed.
2. CANCER is caused by all of the chemicals that are consumed, breathed, and soaked into the
SKIN. Whatever you put ON your SKIN gets into the BLOODSTREAM!
No one is
DAMANDING the people improve their lifestyle to lower this statistic. Of course not;
because a great deal of money would be lost by doctors, big pharma, and the
producers/manufacturers of the stuff that is BAD for you. Consider the MASSIVE amount
of money that is made by the doctors, big pharma, hospitals, clinics and emergency
responders because people have cancer! If people had a healthy lifestyle many people
would be UNEMPLOYED and businesses closed.
3. Accidents are caused by something stupid that someone did. Every person has accidents, but
not every accident, thankfully, is deadly. No one is DAMANDING the people get smarter to
lower this statistic.
4. CHRONIC lower respiratory disease (chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and asthma) is
caused by several factors. A good lifestyle can lower this statistic. Asthma can be eliminated
in most cases with dietary changes including better HYDRATION (water-not other factorymade drinks)
5. STROKE (cerebrovascular diseases) is caused by an unhealthy lifestyle. No one is
DAMANDING the people improve their lifestyle to lower this statistic. Of course not;
because a great deal of money would be lost by doctors, big pharma, and the
producers/manufacturers of the stuff that is BAD for you. Consider the MASSIVE amount
of money that is made by the doctors, big pharma, hospitals, clinics and emergency
responders because people have had a stroke! If people had a healthy lifestyle many
people would be UNEMPLOYED and businesses closed.
6. Alzheimer’s disease can be helped and possibly prevented with dietary improvements and
changes. No one is DAMANDING the people improve their lifestyle to lower this statistic.
Of course not; because a great deal of money would be lost by doctors, big pharma, and

the producers/manufacturers of the stuff that is BAD for you. Consider the MASSIVE
amount of money that is made by the doctors, big pharma, hospitals, and clinics! If people
had a healthy lifestyle many people would be UNEMPLOYED and businesses (doctors,
hospitals, etc) closed.
7. Diabetes type 2 can almost always be healed with diet change. Type 1 is a totally different
story.
8. Influenza & pneumonia (THE FLU) most of the time if it kills you it is because of other
chronic conditions. The flu by itself is seldom deadly. Look at the number of deaths for the

They
have never made a big deal about the flu
until now. They have found a way to scare the people with propaganda the
flu. The number is so small they need to combine it with pneumonia.

media is broadcasting that seldom has a speck of truth in ANY of the information. They
have found a way to make Billions, yes BILLIONS of $$$$$ by making the gullible believe
that a vaccination is the answer. They fail to tell you that vaccinations have risks and when
it comes to the flu vaccinations as a whole, they are not very effective. The seasonal flu
vaccine on average has an effective rate of about 6-8 % or thereabouts. The point is; that it
is not very effective but it is VERY PROFITABLE. If you have had the flu vaccine on a yearly
bases you are MORE LIKELY to get the flu and usually it is more serious than for the nonvaccinated person. This seems to be especially true with the Corona Virus.
9. Nephritis, nephrotic, and nephrosis can be helped with dietary changes. Keep in mind that
ALL the diseases that end with “itis” means that there is inflammation. Inflammation means
the body is trying to heal by increasing blood flow to the area effected. If your body has
inflammation the causes should be sought out and eliminated. You should not take a manmade drug that only treats the SYMPTOM (stops the healing process) and gives no regard to
the ACTUAL Cause of the condition. Know this: the human body is self-healing and

self-maintaining when given the right conditions. Consider all of the evil things
people do to their their body and how hard the body tries to heal itself and how long people
still live.
10. Suicide these numbers have gone UP. By making people isolate and not work and be out and
about getting exercise and fresh air those that were on the edge often get broken. You must
wonder how many families, friendships and relationships that have broken up because of all
the false information and lies that has been in the news. This is what they want. Population
reduced on a HUGE scale.

EUGENICS
Could it be about EUGENICS? The progressive world believes that HUMAN QUALITY (DNA) can be made
stronger and by eliminating the BAD GENES (LESS than PERFECT people). PLANNED PARENTHOOD is not
at all about planning parenthood.
The person that started Planned Parenthood was Margaret Sanger. She was a member of the KKK and a
progressive that wanted to do her part eliminating people that were a burden on society. She
supported the concept of EUGENICS.

Eugenics; the study of or belief in the possibility of improving the qualities of the human
species or a human population, especially by such means as discouraging reproduction by
persons having genetic defects or presumed to have inheritable undesirable traits
(negative eugenics) or encouraging reproduction by persons presumed to have inheritable
desirable traits (positive eugenics). [Dictionary.com]
Sanger encouraged those that were mentally deficient either by race or status to ABORT their babies.
This was in her opinion, good for the DNA POOL. When the EVIL of Planned Parenthood started, they
concentrated on Low-Income people and at that time that was mainly BLACK FOLK. Remember: she was
a member of the KKK –

so EVIL!

If you want to see the truth about how EVIL Planned Parenthood is look up the work that LILA ROSE has
done exposing the tactics that they currently STILL USE!
There has been a great deal of TRUTH being BANNED on the WEB and Lila’s web presence could have
been also banned.
WHY are many videos and websites being shut down or deleted? They ALL have an OPPOSING
OPINION and VIEW than what the MEDIA is telling you. WHAT ARE THEY AFRAID OF?
COULD THEY BE AFRAID THAT YOU MIGHT FIND THE TRUTH AND LIVE!! People, the truth is not on
your TV!

More about EUGENICS and the plan to reduce the Global Population. This has been planned, it is not
accident and they have been working this for DECADES!

Here are some of the ways they are Reducing the Global Population:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

By soaking millions (billions?) of pounds of chemicals into the earth every year
(Chemical Fertilizers, Glyphosate, Pesticides, Insecticides, other Industrial TOXIC
Waste. Many are KNOWN to be CARCINOGENS!
Fluoridating the water supply in most areas (Fluoride is an industrial waste
product)
Fluoride treatment for teeth (is harmful and the benefits, if any, are questionable)
GMO Foods (known to cause fertility issues, digestive issues and other health
issues
Foods packaged in PLASTIC (plastic particulates mimic hormones in the body and
causes hormonal imbalances)
Microwave ovens (are not safe – original testing was done by a manufacturer that
was going to produce microwave ovens and OF COURSE they stated it was safe)
Heating up your food in a microwave while still wrapped in PLASTIC is VERY BAD.
Causes the ingestion of more plastic particulates (VERY BAD)!
STRESSING you out by causing you to be in a HURRY Why are we always in a
HURRY? Stress takes YEARS off your life. Why are there so many medications for
STRESS? For PROFIT?

More information about the poisons that hurt us can be found here:
https://www.time-4-truth.com/unhealthy-concoctions-man-made-pois

CORONAVIRUS VACCINE AND RFID CHIP
The DOD (Dept. of Defense) has ordered 500 million doses of the Corona Vaccine. Keep in mind that
there are not that many women, children and men in the US! Along with this vaccine they expect to
CHIP you with a RFID chip. This will be a mandatory vaccine for all people, EVERY SOUL in the United
States! Keep in mind that you do not have a choice in this matter. The decision has already been made!
It is for your BEST INTEREST and the INTEREST of the HERD! Just TRUST them.

They KNOW WHAT is BEST for YOU and YOUR FAMILY!

Just TRUST THEM? DO YOU TRUST THEM?

The Corona Vaccine is being made with human ABORTED FETAL TISSUE and other toxins! DO you want
this INJECTED into your BODY? Your children’s body?
If vaccines are really safe then you must answer this question: If vaccines are safe then why in 1986 did
Congress pass a Law that gave the Pharmaceutical Companies NO LIABILITY for DAMAGE/INJURY/DEATH
from a vaccine they had marketed.
The reason they passed that law in 1986 was because BIG PHARMA was going to STOP producing
vaccines. Why would they stop making vaccines? They were going to STOP because there were too
many people getting injured or sickened from the vaccines. They had TOO MANY LAWSUITS against
them. These LAWSUITS were seriously cutting into their PROFIT! If they are REALLY SAFE then the Law
in 1986 would not have been needed!

RFID CHIP
When you have an RFID Chip IMPLANTED; there are some things to consider about what it means.
Those in POWER/CONTROL will be able to know many things about you on a REAL TIME basis. This will
give them MORE CONTROL over your LIFE!

They will know:
1. Your body temperature and heart rate if they think you might be sick they may
ORDER you to go to a doctor
2. Where you go and where you have been
3. About your finances, you will pay and be paid with your CHIP!
4. When you are agitated, sleeping, jogging, working out, being intimate
5. Access to ride public transportation can be controlled/monitored
6. Everything about you and your health, lifestyle and routines

They will be doing this in real time. REAL TIME is ONLY possible with 5G. Please make sure you stay SIX
FEET APART so the CONTOLLERS can get a good reading from your RFID Chip! Is there an AMERICAN out
there that wants that job? Reading the data from millions of OTHER AMERICANS! Sure, it will be
computerized, but a human will still need to work the data!

Stay SIX FEET APART…
WHY? WHY is this being done? Is there SCIENCE to back this up? Is it to help you stay healthy or is
there another reason? Oh, that’s right they need to get a good reading from the chip.
IS 5G SAFE? There are many that will tell you that it is perfectly safe, but what does the data show?
There are many studies and many scientists that believe and have data that that shows 5G is not SAFE!
It does show that it causes a great deal of harm!
Here is a study that was declassified some years ago. Originally this document was CLASSFIED and
marked for GOVERNMENT USE ONLY! The information shows test results that DO NOT agree with what
is currently being told the public!
http://the.time4truth.allmail.net/public/biological-effects-of-millimeter-wavelengths.-zalyubovskaya-declassif-by-cia1977-biol-eff-mm-waves.pdf

There are many health risks with 5G that no one seems to want to talk about. It hurts EVERY CELL in
your body and it HURTS and is detrimental to ALL LIFE on the PLANET. It is not healthy for people or any
living breathing creature.
There are many EMF frequencies that we are bathed in. Most people are used to these frequencies, but
not all. Some people are already having issues and getting sick from over-exposure to EMF’s.

5G is an ENTIRELY different frequency and it requires MANY MORE
Antenna/Towers than the EMF’s currently in use. That means increased
exposure for ALL living creatures.
The Spanish Flu started in 1918 and killed very many people. Was it a flu or was it the EMF’s (radio
waves) that were starting to be used on a global scale? This was when the TELEGRAPH started to be
used globally. Never before had the population of the world been exposed to radio waves on a large
scale. If the company that manufactured the telegraph technology was to blame then they could be
sued for all of the deaths. BUT they could not blame technology for these deaths if they told everyone
the deaths were because of a flu! Let’s call it “The Spanish Flu”. The flu was considered to be GOD
MADE/Naturally Occurring and therefore there was no liability, nobody to sue! It really an act of
SATAN not an act of GOD! They needed to deflect the attention away from the telegraph and radio
waves. Is this really TRUE? What if it is really TRUE? Would you look at this current situation
differently?
Find more information and decide for yourself.

You should keep something in min d when you are trying to discern the TRUTH! They rolled out
MASSIVE towers/antenna for 5G on a global scale before this all started. The first city to ROLL OUT 5G
on a large scale was Wuhan, China! This roll out took place around November 2019.

When people are ignorant and they do not know the truth, they are easily
CONTROLLED!
The people that search for the TRUTH have better information and they can more
effectively DISCERN the TRUTH. When you know what is TRUE then you will not be
Controlled! You will learn that what the MEDIA tells you might not be true. It is,
however, WHAT they want you to believe! The way you find the TRUTH is to have ALL
of the INFORMATION. Not just some of the information!

All of the data both Pro and Con is needed to find the TRUTH! Why are the
ones in CONTROL banning and deleting SOME of the INFORMATION that is
available to you?
Are they telling you that THEY have DECIDED what is TRUE and that you are
supposed to take their word for it? Just trust them and BLINDLY believe
what they ALLOW you to SEE! Do you TRUST them?

WHAT IS THEIR AGENDA?
It is easier to DECEIVE people than to convince them that THEY HAVE BEEN DECEIVED!
Dr. Buttar

Wear a MASK. WHY?
A mask might protect others if you are SICK, but the mask does you no good if you are not sick. Wearing
a mask when you’re not sick can MAKE YOU SICK! Your OXYGEN is reduced and you are re-breathing
CARBON DIOXIDE (at toxic levels) and other toxins that your body normally would be eliminating.
Search for Dr. Blaylock (if he has not been CENSORED) for the TRUTH about wearing a mask! There are
other doctors that agree with Blaylock. Some doctors are deceived by the propaganda and haven’t
taken the time to search out the facts, the truth!

So, what IS the AGENDA?
• New World Order
• One World Religion
• One DIGITAL Currency for all countries
• Resetting the ECONOMIES of the World (many are bankrupt)
• Bankrupting small companies and growing the major corporations
• United Nations in control of ALL Countries – THE WORLD
• Mandatory VACCINATIONS for ALL – Globally! (BIG PROFIT!!!)
• Disarmament of ALL People
• Tracking and anticipating everyone’s next move
You need to answer the QUESTIONS for yourself. This site does not tell you WHAT to THINK or BELIEVE.
This information is provided to help you see; that you need to TEST the information that is given and do
not blindly follow everything that you hear, read, or see!
Look at ALL or the information and then YOU

DECIDE!

THINK! Search - Find the TRUTH. It is out there if you want to find it! It is
unlikely that you will find it on your TV.

